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A WORLD IN MOTION
**License Structure**

**Super Licence**
- Required for the F1 World Championship for drivers
- Driver must be the holder of a current Int. A and a valid driving licence
- Driver must have accumulated at least 40 points in the super licence points table.
- Driver must be at least 18 years old

**Int. A Licence**
- Required for all cars with a Weight/Power ratio less than or equal to 1 kg/hp
- Driver must be the holder of a current Int. B
- Driver must have accumulated at least 14 points in the super licence points table
- Driver must be at least 17 years old

**Int. B Licence**
- Required for all cars with a Weight/Power of between 1 and 2 kg/hp
- Driver must be the holder of a current Int. C
- Driver must have competed in at least 7 national/international races.
- Driver must be at least 16 years old

**Int. C Licence**
- Required for all cars with a Weight/Power of between 2 and 3 kg/hp
- Driver must be the holder of a current Int. D
- Driver must have competed in at least 5 ASN-sanctioned circuit races
- Driver must be at least 16 years old

**Int. D Licence**
- Required for all cars with a Weight/Power greater than 3 kg/hp
- Driver must have competed in at least 5 ASN-sanctioned circuit races for car or hold a CIK Int. B
- Driver must be at least 15 years old
• Through its Super Licence points system, the FIA delivers points to FIA championships, but also to non-FIA championships such as International series or National championships.

• The Super Licence is valid for 3 years.

• The first time a driver applies for a Super Licence, he/she must successfully complete a question session regarding the most important points of the International Sporting Code and of the F1 Sporting Regulations.